
Guidelines for Using Example/Non-Example

• Examples and non-examples should be exchanged throughout the teaching process.

• Educators should provide enough examples that allows learners to generalize the skill. Generalization of a
concept is more likely to occur when more examples and non-examples are used during instruction.

• The special number of examples and non-examples is determined by both the skill being taught and the
needs of the learner.

• Educators should explicitly teach learners how to respond to non-examples.

• Non-examples should be presented and taught by reviewing how closely they differ from the example.
The most effective non-examples are close to the example, this helps learners discriminate with precision.

Example/Non-Example Training
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Examples and non-examples are tools that most educators use without knowing it. Using 
examples/non-examples training is one way to approach teaching student the concepts in a 
way that will generalize to all the different cues and situations where they might need it. 
Teaching examples is important when teaching learners to respond to all possible 
demonstrations of a concept. Non-examples provide an instance of contrast and determine 
whether learners truly understand a concept.



Teaching with 
an Example

Picture of two 
different amounts.

Point to the larger 
amount and say  
“This is greater.”

Student watches. “Good watching.” 
Or no response.

Teaching with  
a Non-example

Picture of two 
different amounts.

Point to the smaller 
amount and say  
“Not greater.”

Student watches. “Good watching.” 
Or no response.

Student 
Responses

Picture of two 
different amounts.

Point to the smaller 
amount and say “Ok, 
now it’s your turn. Is 
this a greater or not 

greater?”

Student responds 
“not greater” vocally, 

by using symbols,

“Good, this is not 
greater.”

Student makes an 
incorrect response or 

no response.

“Not greater. 
Repeat after me… 
not greater.” Then 
repeat 3 trials of 

you demonstrating 
greater/not greater 

before moving to the 
next trial (not scored).
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